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In Epstein [3, p. 215] it was conjectured: 
C3. Given 0 < b < a where b, a are r.e., there is some degree m < a such that 
m U b = a and m is minimal. 
We prove below two theorems related to this. 
Theorem 1 confirms the conjecture in the restricted case that b is low, with 
m O b = a replaced by m l b. 
Theorem 2 disproves the full conjecture and also shows the existence of an r.e. 
degree a between 0 and 0' with ~(~<a) ~e ~(~<0'). 
Shoenfield [11] extended the methods of Sacks [10] to construct a minimal 
complement below 0' for any given degree c strictly between 0 and 0'. Yates [12] 
showed that below any r.e. a > 0 we can construct a minimal degree. Theorem 1 
below uses a full-approximation construction to extend these results of Shoenfield 
and Yates in certain special circumstances. Despite the limitations on our result, 
we conjecture that it is (in a sense to be made clear below) the best possible. 
The main result on complementing in ~(~<0') is that of Posner [7], who showed 
that ~(~<0') is complemented. This difficult theorem built upon a number of 
partial results of Epstein [2, p. 127], Posner [6] and Robinson [cf. 9]. Epstein 
showed, in fact, that in the special case of 0 < a r.e. < 0', one can construct a 
minimal degree complement for a. We note that by Lachlan [5] there are no 
non-trivial complemented degrees in ~,  so that the r.e. situation is very different 
to that in ~(~<0'). However, in Theorem 2 below, we show that the Posner 
* We are grateful to C.G. Jocknsch and R.I. Soare for a number of helpful conversations during the 
work on Theorem 2. 
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Complementation Theorem breaks down below some r.e. a > 0. This gives an 
elementary difference between ~(~<0') and ~(~<a), some r.e. a > 0. a 
Our source of basic notation and terminology is Epstein [3]. 
Theorem 1. Given r.e. degrees c and a, where c > 0, c :~ a and c' = 0', there exists 
a minimal degree b < a such that b I c. 
Corollary 1. Given a low r.e. degree a > 0 then for  each r.e. c with 0 < c < a, there 
exists a minimal degree b < a such that b ~ c. 
Corollary 2. Given a low r.e. degree a > 0 then for  each r.e. c with 0 <<- c < a there 
exists a degree b < a such that b ] c and b n ¢ = O: that is, every degree c < a is 
cappable below a. 
Corollary 3. I f  h < O' is high and h < c < 0', then there exists a b with h < b < O' 
and ¢ n b = h. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {AS},~0, {C}~0 be recursive towers of finite 
approximations to A,  C respectively. 
We will modify the construction of m < a r.e. of Chapter V of Epstein [2] to 
satisfy the added requirement ta lc .  We use the notation of that proof. 
We construct a set B with recursive sequence of approximating strings {fl~}s~o 
where for each x, B(x)  = Lira, fl'(x). The list of requirements o be satisfied is: 
e)l: 
(eh: 
(~  is not total) v (~e s is recursive) v (B ~<T Re),S 
(~C is not total) v (=lx)(t/,C(x)~ =/= B(x)).  
The first group of conditions is as in the Epstein construction and is satisfied in 
the usual way through a full-approximation construction of {T~}e~o, with each 
tree T~ attempting to be either an e-splitting tree or a tree with no e-splittings. 
The (e)2 requirements form the usual list of incomparability conditions, and are 
handled via modifications of Epstein's T~ = trees, namely the T cr~c trees defined 
in the construction below. In satisfying (e)2, e t> 0, we will need to assume that 
Lims ~C(x)[s] exists for each x >10, each e >10. 
We define length and use functions: 
l(e, s) = #y[OC(y) T [sll, 
u(e, x, s) = gz(Vy $ [sl]. 
1 Recently, other elementary differences have been found. For instance, Cooper, Jockusch and 
Soare have shown that not every r.e. a > 0 is the join of two minimal degrees, and Slaman and Steele 
and (independently) Cooper, have shown (using more compficated arguments than for Theorem 2) 
that there are r.e. degrees a>e > 0 such that for no b < a do we have b U c = a. 
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The Construction 
Stage O. Let T~,o = -e,o'rC-~ - 0 for all e i> O. Also flo = O. 
Stage s + 1. Let To,~+x = the identity tree to level s + 1. As usual all strings are 
chosen from To,~+1 at stage s + 1. 
Construction of T~,s+ I for e > O. 
T C-rec (,r'~ TC-rec [171~ with Define Te,,+l(fJ) = the least unprohibited string --e-X,,+l~J ~ --~-1,~+1~,'J 
Tc- rec  I ' -~ ~-1.~+1~) ^ fl~ maximal (where we describe below how certain strings may be 
prohibited at stage s + 1). 
We continue only if T,,~+l(r),~ = T,,,(r). 
Case I. T~,s(r* 0), (r * 1)~ and compatible with Tr.s+l 'dr < e, and either 
(i) fit ~ Te,~+l(r) or 
(ii) T~,s(r* 0), ( r*  1) originally by Case II, and (b) of Case II (potential) still 
holds or 
(iii) T~.s(r * 0), (r * 1) originally by Case III, and ]o0, Ol as in Case II. 
[Note. We have preserved the numbering (i), (ii), (iii) of the original Epstein 
construction, although we have a new (i).] 
Then set Te,s+l(T*0), (T* 1)= T~,~(r*0), ( r*  1). 
We continue only if T~,,+l(r) ~_ fl~. 
Case 
nally 
(a) 
(b) 
o' 
II (potential). If T~,s(r*0), ( r*  1)~, then T~,~(r,0), ( r ,  1) were not origi- 
defined by Case II. Also, 30o, o1 such that: 
Oo, Ol are compatible with T,.,+x vr  < e. 
Every o 'c  o0 or ol which is a boundary string for some r < e satisfies 
(C) (70, O" 1 e-split T~,,÷l(r) at s + 1. 
(d) If r = d,(oo, ol), and the marker for the previously appointed current 
potential extension of T~,s+l(r) is (e, r', t), then r' <r  (or there is no such 
marker). 
Then we appoint the least such (Oo, Ol) a potential extension of Te,s÷l(r) and 
associate with it the marker (e, d~(oo, ol), s + 1). 
It is a current potential extension of Te,,(r), u ~>s + 1 only if T,,,,(r)= 
T~,s+l(r), and (a), (b) and (c) of Case II (potential) still hold for (o0, ol) with 
s + 1 replaced by u and flu-1 -~ (Oo, ol) I r. 
We use Case II (potential) at most once at stage s for Te,,+l(r). 
Note that by itself it does not define an extension at stage s. 
Case II. Case I does not apply and 3 a current potential extension (Oo, ol) of 
Te,s+l(r) with marker (e, r, t) and A ~+1 I r ~ A'. 
Then set T~,,+I(r * 0), (~ * 1) = the least such o0, ol. 
This is an application of permitting at r. 
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Case III. Cases I, II and II (potential) do not hold, and 3o0, o~ as in Case II 
(potential) except that (b) fails. 
Then set T~,s+l(r* 0), ( r*  1)= least dummy extension of Te,s+l(Z ).
TC-~ec for e >I 0 Construction of  -, ,s +1 
Set TC-rect'a~ = We s+l (O)"  ~e,s+l~]  
C-rec (A) If Te,s+l(r)~ = Tc'rec(r'i~,s ~  set --.,s+,~zTC'rec[- '- ( r*  1) = the least dummy exten- 
sion of "rC-rect-, ~e,s+l~,~) . 
"r'C-rec for  e >i 0 Definition of  prohibitions on -e,~+l 
We say that TC-rect~.~ requires attention at stage s + 1 " " C-r~c If Te,~+l(r*O), ( r*  1) and ~t e,s+l~,~) 
TC-rec t ~.~ e,s+l~, ~] ~ ~s and e i ther  
(B) TC~(r*0) ,  ('r* 1) has a marker (e C-rec, r, t) and A s+l I r ~ A s, or 
(C) Every branching "rc-r~ct. -,,s+lt~" * 0), (y * 1), )' c r has a marker for e which is not 
valid and l(e, s + 1) i> max{lh TC-r~ct~. ~t e ,s+ l~ *0) ,  ('C * 1)}, but TC- rect - -  -e,~+l~*O), (r* l)  has no 
marker. And ,e,s+l~-~"rC-rec[--. i) $ tpC[s + 1], i = 0 or 1. 
TC- rec  [ _x  Assuming that ,~.~+,~) requires attention at stage s + 1, we deal with 
Tc-rec I ' -x ~,s+,~) according to which of cases (B) or (C) applies: 
TC-r~ct-. i) where i is the least (B) We e-prohibit all strings incompatible with -~,,+1~ 
TC- rec  i -  number ~<1 such that -~ ,s+l~* i )~ OC[s + 1]. 
These prohibitions remain in force at each stage u>s+ 1 at which 
C-rec _ l )  C-rec C-rec _ ,  __ T~,u (~*0) , ( r *  =Te,s+l ( r *O) , ( r * l )  and Te,,, (~ i )=f l~OC[u] .  Other- 
wise these prohibitions are cancelled. (e C-rec, r, t) is now a valid marker for e. 
It stays so until the associated e-prohibitions are cancelled, in which case it, and 
all markers (e C-rec, r', t ') with t' ~< u and r' > r are cancelled. 
This is an application of  permitting at r. 
(C) In this case, we set up a marker (eC-rec, C-r~c lh(Te.s+l(r)), s + 1), and 
C-rec e-prohibit all strings ~_ T,,,+l(r). 
This marker, and the associated prohibitions, remain up at stage u > s + 1 if 
C-rec _ T~,,, (~*0), ( r*  1)=--~,s+l~*0),TCrect- ( r .  1). Otherwise the marker and associated 
e-prohibitions are cancelled. 
At the end of stage s + 1 set 
m~+l=max{m { rm,s+l(O)~} and fls+l = Tm,+,,s+l(O ). 
We notice that the main modifications of the original Epstein construction 
occur (as expected) in the treatment of the trees T crec --e,s , e, s I> 0, although we 
have preserved the labelling (A), (B) and (C) to indicate correspondences 
between the two constructions. The use of e-prohibitions erves a similar function 
to that of placings of T~+,,~(~}) in the original construction. 
We complete our construction by defining 
x B (3 t ) (Vs  > t)[/3s(x) = 1]. 
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Plan of proof that the construction works 
We prove five lemmas, following the outline given on pp. 90--91 of Epstein [2]. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 will correspond to Lemma A) parts (2) and (1) respectively, of
Epstein. Lemma B) of Epstein becomes our Lemma 3. 
Lemma C) of Epstein will now become: 
A completely new proof will have to be given of this lemma (renumbered as 
Lemma 4). Our Lemma 5 will be Epstein's Lemma D), with almost the same 
proof. Lemma E) (our Lemma 6) will have a similar proof to that in Epstein, but 
taking into account he way in which the use of prohibitions alters the permitting. 
Where our proof would exactly duplicate parts of the Epstein proof we will 
merely refer the reader to the appropriate pages of Epstein's book. Otherwise, 
we have tried to make the construction and proof as self-contained as possible. 
Lemma 1. ('rim <~ e)(Vr)Lim, Tm,~(r) exists---> (Vz)Lims TC'rec(~)l e,s  \ J~l" 
Proof. Assume that (Vm ~< e)(V~)Lim~ Tm,~(z) exists. We assume the result for 
C-rec all e' <e, so that (Vm < e)(Vr)Lim, Tm, s (~)~. 
We now prove inductively over the ordering of the strings that for each r 
Lim~ T C-re¢(~') / 
e ,$  \ ) '~"  
Te,~ (~)= Lim, T~,,(0)= T~(~). By the construction, Lira, c-rec 
C-rec Assume that Lims Te, s (r)~, and consider Tc'rectr*O),e,s ~ ( r ,  1). 
DITC'rec(r~ is on Then there is a stage t such that for each m <- e, either (Vs i> ~t ~,~ , , 
= Tm,, (~Zm)= Tm,s(:rm)= T,,,,(~rm), some ~Zm], or (Vs I> t) T,,,,, with Tc-rec(~e,s ~ , C-rec 
[T c-~= is not on Tin,,]. e,$ 
If we now take the greatest number m <~ e such that :rm exists and for 
which Lim~ Tm,s(Jg m *0) ,  (3"1~ m * 1)~= Tm(~ m *0) ,  (Jgm * 1), then Lim, TC-rec(Z*O),e,s , 
(1:* 1)~= Tm(Jgm*O), (ffgm* 1). 
Lemma 2. (Vm<~e)(Vr)Lim~ T,n,~(~) exists & Lim~ T~+l,~(~l)~-->('Cr)Lims T~+l,~(r) 
exists. 
Proof. Assume that (Vm ~< e)(Vr)Lims Tm,s(r) exists, so that by Lemma 1, we 
have 
7"m,, (05. (Vm ~< e)(V~) Lira c-r.¢ 
$ 
Also assume that Lira, T~+I,~(~)$. We need to show that for each 
(3so)(Vs = r,÷l,Ar) or Os,)(Vs 
We do this inductively over the ordering of the strings ~. 
By assumption, Liras T~+x,,(~)~,. 
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Assume that Liras re+l,s(17) exists. We show that Lims T~+l,s(r*0)(r* 1) exist. 
If Lims T~+1,,(17)~, then by the construction there is a stage so such that 
T~+1,,(17.0), (17.1)T for s >So. So in this case, Lim~ T~+1,,(17.0), (17.1) exist, as 
required. 
Let So be such that Vs > So, T~+1,,(17)~ = Te+1,~o(17), and Ve' ~< e, Te,,so has settled 
down to at least one branching above T~+l,s(17 ) (that is Vs i> So if Te,(p)~ ~ Te+1(17) 
then Te,,,(p * k) = Te,,~o(p * k), k = 0 or 1). 
Say we have Te+1,~+1(17.0), (17.1)~ = ao, trl at some stage s + 1 > 0, through 
Case II of the Construction, and Te+l,t(17 * 0), (17.1)~ = 00, 01 through Case I of 
the Construction at cacti stage t such that s + 1 < t ~< So. We verify that for each 
t > s + 1 we have T~+1,t(17 * 0), (17 * 1)~ = ao, al via Case I of the Construction. 
Assume otherwise, so that at a (least) stage t > max{so, s + 1} we fail to have 
Te+l,t(17*0), (17.1)~ =tro, al. So, at stage t, we have either ao, al become 
incompatible with Tr, t, some r <~ e, or 3a 'c  tro or al which is a boundary string 
for some r < e at stage t where T~,~(17) c a ' ,  and T~,~(17) _~fit. 
In either case, this can only happen if at stage t we define some 
Te',t(p * 0), (p * 1) = Po, Pl by Case II, some e' < e + 1, with T~,t(p) ~_ tro or 01. 
Choose e' to be minimal. Then choose p minimal. Let p ' .  i = p, i ~< 1. Then 
Te+~,t(17) ~_Te,,t(p')~ T~,,t(p), since at stage t > So, Te,,t has settled down to at 
least one branching above T~+1(17). 
We claim that Te, t(p)= T~,,t-l(p) is a boundary string for e' at stage t -  1, 
contradicting the definition of Te+l,t-l(17 * 0), (17.1)= 00, 01 by Case I or II of 
the Construction (because of clause (b) of Case II (potential)). 
To verify the claim, we first notice that we cannot have Te,,t(p'* 0), (p ' .  1)~ 
originally through Case III. Otherwise, so that T~,t(p'*O), (p ' * l )  are not 
defined =Po, Pl at stage t, we must have some boundary string 6 for some r < e' 
with Te,,t(p') c 6 c Po or Pl- But since Te,,t(p, 0), (p .  1)~ - Po, Pl, we must 
have 6 ¢-- re,,t(P). SO 6 could not have been a boundary string for r < e' at stage 
t -  1, since this would contradict the definition of Te+1,t_l(17 * 0), (17 * 1 )= Oo, O" 1 
through Case I or II of the Construction. And it could not have been a newly 
created boundary string at stage t since then e', p are not minimal, contrary to 
assumption. 
So, Te, t(p)~ originaUy through Case II of the Construction with T~,~(p)= 
We now notice that we cannot have T~,,t-l(p *0), (p .  1)~ originally via Case 
II. 
Assume otherwise. Then since we redefine Te,,t(p *0), (p .  1) by Case II at 
stage t, we must have T~,,t-I(p *0), (p .  1) incompatible with some Tr, t, some 
r < e', at stage t, or a new boundary string 6'  for some r < e' must be defined at 
stage t with T~,,t-I(p) ~ 6' ~ T~,,t-l(p * i), some i ~< 1. But then, since o0, ol 
are compatible with T~,,t-1 and ao or o1___ T~,,~_I(p), we cannot define 
Te+l,t(17*0), (17.1)=a0,  ol through Case I or Case II at stage t, ..contra- 
dicting the minimality of e', p. 
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This completes the verification of our claim. From the ensuing contradiction to 
the definition of T,+~,t_~(r * 0), (r • 1) = o0, o~ via Case I or Case II, we see that 
no such stage t exists. So, as required, if T~+~,,+~(r, 0) (r *1)~ = o0, Ol at stage 
s + 1 through Case II, and Te+~.,(~ ,0),  (~,  1)~, = Oo, o~ through Case I at each 
stage t with s + 1 < t ~<s0, we have (Vt >s  + 1)T~+I,/(~'* 0), (~', 1), L = Oo, Ol ,  and 
in this case the induction is complete. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, we look at what happens otherwise. In 
this case, if Te+~.,+~(r*0), ( r*  1)~ = Oo, o~ say that some stage s + 1 >So, it can 
only occur through an application of Case I or of Case III. If no such stage 
s + 1 >So exists, we are done. Otherwise, by choice of So, Oo, o~ is the least 
dummy extension of T~÷~,/(r) for each t 1> So. So, no application of Case I or Case 
III can lead us to define T,+~,t(r*0), (r ,1 )  :/: Oo, o~ at a stage t>So, and 
Lim~ T,+l,~(r*0), ( r*  1)~ = o0, ol again. 
This completes the inductive step and the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3. (Vm ~< e)(Vr)Lims Tm,~(r) exists--* Lim~ Te+l,,(fJ)~. 
Proof. Assume that for all m <~ e, all r, Lim~ Tm,s(r) exists. So, by Lemma 1, 
(Vr)Lim~ TC~ct r~ le ,$  ~, / ~"  
In order to get a contradiction to A ~T C, we assume that Lim~ T~+~,~(fJ)~. The 
contradiction will follow from the following three Sublemmas: 
Sublemma 1. B e A 2. 
Proof. The Sublemma will follow from the three following facts: 
Tc-ree(  _ x (a) If TCr~(o*  0), (o* 1), say, has a valid marker for e, then no e,s xp/with e ,s  \ 
p ~ o requires attention at stage s. 
TC-r=to~ requires attention at at most finitely many stages i> 0. (b) For eacho, ,.s ~ , 
(c) for each o, (3t)(Vs >I t~tTc'reeto~,t .s , , ~" fl~] or (3t)(Vs >I t~[Tc'recEo~,t e,s , , I fls]" 
We first notice that fact (a) follows immediately from the Construction. 
We can verify (b) and (c) by induction on o. Clearly (c) holds for t~ = o. 
Assume (b) for all o' = o, and assume (c) for all o' ___ o. 
By the inductive hypothesis, there is a stage So such that for each o' c o either 
(VS >~'o)t-XrTc-rec"O'e,s I, ,0 ) ,  (o '*  1) has no valid marker for e] or (3(eC-rec, r ,t))  
s X tTC~to '  *0), (o '*  1) has a valid marker (eC-rec, r, t) for e]. (Vs> oJt ,., t 
If the latter possibility occurs for some o' c o, then (by (a)) we have (b) for 
c-~ec 0), (o* 1) Tc-rec(Or)e,s ~ ,. We can also assume So chosen so that for all u/> So T~.,, (o ,  
C-r~ 0), (O* 1), and (by the inductive hypothesis) so that for all u >~So ~- Te,~o (o . 
C-rec C-ree Te, u (o),~ flu, or so that for all u>~s o T,,u (o)Iflu. In the former case (c) 
follows immediately for o .0  and o .  1. In the latter case, since neither of 
T,,,,c'r~(o.O),- (o ,  1) is e-prohibited at a stage u ~>s0 for some i ~< 1 we have 
C-tee T,,, (o * i) I fl,, for each u I> So, and again, (c) follows for o .  0, o * 1. 
On the other hand, if (Vo' c s)(Vs > c -~ , so)[Te., (o *0), (o '*  1) has no valid 
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marker for e], let TC-r~¢ttre,s , * 0), (tr* 1) have a marker (e C-rec, r, t) for e at a stage 
s ~> So (otherwise (b) and (c) follow as above for o*0,  o ,  1). (e C-rec, r, t) can 
c-r~ _ ,  1) only be cancelled at a stage u >I s if either it becomes valid, or T~,, (o 0), (o* 
Tc-r~to*O), (o*  1) or for some o' c o T~;~(o ' *0), (o' • 1) has a marker e ,s  \ 
for e which becomes valid at stage u. Say (e C-rec, r, t) becomes valid at a stage 
w > s. Then (arguing as before) (e C-rec, r, t) can only cease to be valid at a stage 
c -~ , c-~ec _ _ ~C[u] where TC~¢t7 _ u>~w if T~,, (o i)~=fl~ or T~,, (o , i )~  ~,~ ~ * i )~ 
¢ 
We can assume So chosen such that 
(Vu I> So)[~C[ul[max{lh C-rec T,,,, (o * 0), (a * 1) } ~_ ~C[so]), 
since C is low. This means that (e C-rec, r, t) can only cease to be valid at stage u, 
and c-rec _x T,,u (o) can only require attention at a stage u > t, if -,-c-tee- 1~,,, [o* (1 -  i)) c_ 
fl,,. But since the associated e-prohibitions are in force as long as (e C-rec, r, t) is 
valid, this is impossible. So the inductive step is complete, and (b) and (c) follow 
for all o. 
The Sublemma now follows from fact (c). 
Sublemma 2. For all m <<-e we can define finite trees Tm,s, s >1 O, with T* = 
Lim~ T* ~ satisfying: 
(1 )  * * * Tm,s ~- Tin,s+1 and T m is partial recursive. 
(2) I f  m > O, T*  is either an m-splitting tree or =lfl c B such that no pair of  
strings lying above fl on T* m-split ft. 
(3) B lies on T*. 
(4) I f  m>O,  T*,~(6) is a boundary string for Te,,~, some e' <-m~--~ T*,~(6) is 
an end string on Tm,,. 
(5) T*,s is compatible with T~,,~, each e '<  - m. 
(6) I f  c Tm,,(y) and e Vp if c_ p then 
Tm,~(p) lies on Tm,s. 
Proof. We define T*m,,, m <<-e, exactly as on pp. 35-36 of Epstein [2]. Then the 
verification of properties (1) and (3)-(6) is exactly as on pp. 37-50: the core of 
the proof that the full-approximation construction of a minimal degree works is 
completely standard. The proof of property (2) is as in the construction of a 
minimal degree below a > 0 r.e., and is exactly as in Epstein pp. 93-95. 
Snblemma 3. ff L ims  Te+l,~(0)~, then A <<-T C. 
Proof. By Sublemma 1, Lims fls =B exists and by Sublemma 2, T* can be 
defined satisfying properties (1)-(6). 
Assuming Lims T~+I,~(~t)~, we describe a procedure for calculating A from the 
oracle C. In effect, we will show how to find a sequence of 'permanent' markers 
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for e along the path of B recursively in C, and then apply an argument similar to 
that of Epstein [3, p. 95]. 
We first define, for each s I> 0, 
Tc-rec* • TC- rec  e,s = T~,s M --e,s • 
So --eTC-rec* "-~..Js>~O --e, sTC'rec* is a partial recursive tree and (by the construction of 
TC-r~c and property (3) of Sublemma 2) B lies on T c'r=" 
e,s  ~ e  " 
We say that a marker (e C-rec, r, t) is permanent if it is set up at some stage s 
through (C) of the Construction, and is not cancelled at any stage u > s. 
By the proof of Sublemma 1, we see that if Lira, T~+~,s(l~)~, we must have a 
permanent marker (e C-rec, r, t) associated with each TeC'rec(o) c B, where 
Tc-rec(o) = Tc'rec*(ty). This means that ~c  must be total, by the condition on 
l(e, s + 1) in part (C) of the Construction, and the fact that C is low. 
Define 
h(x) = ~[C  s I u(e, x, s) ~_ C]. 
Then h ~<r C and for all t >I h(x) we have ~c  I x[t] = ~c  I x. 
Define the partial recursive function 
r e = #y[TC-rec'(y*O)(y)* TC-r~c'(7* 1)(y)]. 
Now suppose, using the oracle C, we have computed Tc-r¢c'(l:) ,-- B, A r r~-, 
C-rec _~, and a stage s~ such that no Te, u (t,7 c Tc'rec(-r) requires attention at a stage 
U ~Sr .  
We will show how to find an i ~< 1 and an s~.i such that Tc-rec*(r*i)c B, 
AsT" I r~ ~ A and c-r~c Te,, (r) requires attention at no stage u t> s~.~. 
We look for a stage s >~max{s~, h(max{lh Tc-r~'(~*0), ( r*  1)})} such that 
TC'r~c'¢r*i)~e,s , e f t  , _ some i~ < 1, and such that Tc'r~¢r~,,s ~ , has a marker (e C- 
rec, r~, t). Then by the Construction, (e C-rec, r~, t) is a permanent marker. And 
C-rec _~ T,,,, (-~) requires attention at no stage u >>-s, since otherwise we would have for 
some j ~< 1 (assuming u to be the least such stage) Te, uC'ree(~*j) = _  TC-rec(g *j)=B_ 
and T,,~c'r=(r*j) ~ ~ec (since u I> s ~>s~). This would mean that (e C-rec, r~, t) 
remained valid at each stage w > u, precluding the setting up of more markers for 
e along the path of B. 
But since C-rec T~,~ (r) requires attention at no stage u>~s, we must have 
AS I r~ c A. So i and s~.~ = s have the required properties. 
This completes the proof of Sublemma 3, and hence the proof of Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. B ~T C. 
ProoL Suppose B = ~c. Choose e minimal. We first notice that there is no 
branching Tc'rec(o* 0), (o* 1), such that Tc'r~(o) c B, with a permanent marker 
(e C-rec, r, t) which is valid at all sufficiently large stages. Otherwise, for some 
C-ree , • i<~1, we would have T~ (o t )cBbut  yC ' r~(o* i )~ ~c. 
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Assume that TC~=(o)~_ T~+I(~), Tc-ree(o*i)  c B and Tc-r¢~(o' ,0),  (o ' ,  1) has 
a permanent marker for e for each o' c a. 
Since ~c  is total, by the Construction we must eventually erect a permanent 
marker for Tc-r~(o*O), (o '1 ) .  But then, by our use of e-prohibitions, 
TC~¢(o*i)~_ Te+~(fJ). So by induction, we have for all TeC'r~¢(o)~-B that 
(3t)(Vs > t)[Te+l,s(~) _~ TC'rec( o) ], contradicting Lims T~+I,~(~i)~ from Lemma 3. 
Thus, B :~ Oc, and Lemma 4 follows. 
Lemma 5. b = deg(B)/s minimal. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3. From these lemmas we 
can deduce that for all e, all z, Lims T,,,(r) exists. So we have the first hypothesis 
of Lemma 3. This means that we can obtain Sublemma 1 as in the proof of 
Lemma 3, and B is a well-defined A 2 set. And we have also Sublemma 2, giving 
the existence of the trees T*, e 1>0, with the properties (1)-(6). Then the 
minimality of b follows in the usual way via the Spector Computation Lemmas 
(cf. Epstein, pp. 9-10). 
Lemma 6. B ~<T A. 
Proof. Following Epstein, Lemma E), pp. 95-96, we give the following 
computation procedure for B using A. 
Let s(x) = gs(Vt >~ s)(A t Ix ~_AS). Then s(x) <<-T A asA is r.e. 
Let t(x) = Itt(t >I s(x) & [3t(X)~ ). Then t(x) <<-r A. 
We claim that B(x)=fl,(x)(x). This will follow if we can verify that if 
Y(fls, fls+l)= Ity(fls(y)~  fls+l(Y)), then A s+l I Y(fls, fls+l) ~ A s. 
By the Construction, at stage s + 1 we define fls+l = Tm,,,s÷l(O) where 
ms+l= max{m ] Tm,s+l(~)~}. 
Assume that fls(Y)~ ~fls+l(Y). Then we must have Tm,s(fJ)~ Tm,s+l(~) for 
some (least) m > 0. Fix m. 
By the Construction Tm,s+l(fJ)= the least unprohibited string TC~,,+l(l:)D 
C-rec 'T,C-rec t'--x Tm-l,~+l(O) with .rn_l,s+l~,lJ A fls maximal. So if Tm,~(~)~ ~ Tm,s+l(fJ) we must 
have some m' ~< m - 1 and some a such that either Tm,,s+l(a) c fls and we define 
C-tee Tm,,s+l(a*O), (a* 1) through Case II of the Construction, or Tm',s (a)cfl~ and 
there is a marker (e C-rec, r, t) for e associated with C-re¢ Tm,,s (or*0) ,  (o*  1) which 
becomes valid, and has new m'-prohibitions associated with it, at stage s + 1. But 
in either case, the application of permitting required by the Construction at stage 
s + 1 ensures the required result. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6, and of the theorem. 
We have tried to strengthen Theorem 1 in various ways, without success. We 
would like to relax the requirement that e be r.e., or allow e to be low2 (or to 
have unrestricted jump). However, we conjecture that this cannot be done. 
Returning to the problem of cupping with minimal degrees, the best known 
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results are those of Posner [8] (showing that every high degree h ~< 0' is the join of 
two minimal degrees mthe  special case h = 0' being due to Cooper [1]), and 
Epstein [4] (if h is high r.e. and 0< a r.e. < h, then a is cuppable to h via a 
minimal degree). Other partial results include that of Posner [6] showing that 
high degrees are cuppable via minimal degrees to high degrees. We would be 
interested to know if there exists a low r.e. degree a which is the join of two 
minimal degrees. Related to this is the difficult Diamond Problem: :la r.e. such 
that no degree below a is complemented below a? 
Theorem 2. There exist r.e. degrees 0 < b < a such that for each c ~< a, b N c :/= 0 or 
bUc~a.  
Corollary 1. There exists a r.e. degree a > 0 such that ~(<~ a) ~e ~(~<0'). 
(Corollary follows from Posner complementation theorem below 0' [7].) 
Corollary 2. There exists a r.e. degree a > 0 and a r.e. degree b with 0 < b < a such 
that for each minimal degree m, a ~ m U b. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We enumerate sets A and B through stages 0, 1 , . . . ,  s + 
1, . . .  such that B ~<T A. Let {(Oi, ~i)}i,o, be a standard listing of all the pairs of 
p.r. functionals and let {Wj}j~,o be the usual listing of r.e. sets. We need to satisfy 
the following list of requirements: 
~," A= O~- - ->(3D,  <~T B and ~/)(V/)(Di:/: l~j). 
Breaking these up into subrequirements: 
~.j: A = @~i e¢¢---> Oi=/: lTCj. 
Let {~,j, r//,j}~,j~o, be a recursive partition of the numbers into disjoint infinite 
sets. At certain stages of the construction we may select or cancel certain numbers 
x e ~/,j or rhu. At any stage s + 1 there will be at most one selected uncancelled 
member of ~,j, denoted by x~,j. We sometimes call x~',j the follower of  ~, j  at stage 
s+l .  
We write ~i~,j, rh',j for the elements of ~,j, r//j respectively, which have neither 
been selected nor cancelled by stage s + 1. 
Basic definitions 
l(i, s) = pz[x <~ z-'-> A(x)  = @~i e'~(x) ~ Is I & t/~/(x)  [sll. 
ul(i ,x, s )= Itz ~>x[O~i rze~(x)  ~ [s]] + 1. 
u2(i,x, s )= pz ~>x[O~/ecP' r=(x) ~ [s]] + 1. 
u3(i, x, s) = pz >I x[O~i ecP' r'(x) ~ [s]] + 1. 
u(x, i, s) = max{uk(i, x, s) I k = 1, 2, 3}. 
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We use the usual convention that l(i,s), Uk(i,x, S)<~S for each i,x>~O, 
k=1,2 ,  3. 
In order to keep track of the exact permitting relations, for a given i, between 
Di, B, ~ and A, we enumerate axioms for p.r. functionals gt, F~ and A~ where 
gt,, /~/and AS. will be the functionals defined by those axioms enumerated by the 
end of stage s. 
We also define associates y'+l(x), z~+~(x) for certain numbers x at stage s + 1, 
where we will need y(x) = Lims yS(x), z(x) - Lim~ zqx) to exist. 
At the end of the Construction, we will aim to have 
Di = F~(B)= A,(~A), B = V(A) 
where for each w we have 
~(B I y(w), w)~ = I~i(B, w), 
ai( : r z(w), = w) and r w, w)$ = w). 
Also, for each i, j we may define at stage s + 1 a value r(1, j, s + 1) of the 
restraint function r. 
The Construction 
Stage O. Define A ° = B ° = glo =/~/= A o = 0 and x°jT each i, j t> 0. 
Stage s + 1. We begin stage s + 1 by defining ..s+l s s Jt'i',j' "-Xi ' , j '  whenever Xi,,j, ~. 
And, for each such (i ' ,  j ' )  we define 
xs+l • _ s+ l  i ' j ', I ' ,  s)} if s)~ r(i', j', s + 1) = ~max{u(i ' ,  s), r(i', u(i', xi,j,, 
[ r( i ' ,  j ' ,  s) otherwise. 
We 
(i) 
(ii) 
(~)  
(iv) 
(v) 
where 
(vi) 
say ~i,j requires attention at stage s + 1 if either 
xs+l  I ,,j 4, > r(i ' ,  j ' ,  s + 1) each (i ' ,  j '  ) < (i, j }, 
X~/,; 1 e W; -  D~, and 
l ( i , s ) -  s+l Xid , or 
.~s+l~ 
id I ,  and 
l(i, s) > r(i, j, s), 
we also require: 
(i, j )  is the least such pair satisfying (i)-(iii) or (iv)-(v). 
If ~i.j requires attention at stage s + 1 we define 
~._s+l  • _s+l l  
xS+l -- Xi, j i f  X i j  4, already, 
t the least x e ~i~.j with x > s otherwise. 
And we take action according to which of the following applies: 
I. x ~+1 .s+l AS = xij ~ , 
II. f f+ l  . .$+I  Xs4-1 S '  =x~,j 6A  ~but ~D~'any <s+l ,  
III. Otherwise. 
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Case I. Define 
A s+l = A s LI {xS+l}, 
B'+S(yS(x'+~)) = tP"+l( A '+ '  I Y~(XS+~), Ys(x~+l))= 1. 
We cancel yS(xS+l) (and yS+l(x~+l) is defined below >yS(x~+l)). We say that x s+l 
is waiting at each stage t ~>s + 1 until either x s+l is cancelled, or is dealt with 
through Case II of the Construction. 
Case II. Define 
A s+l = A s, B s+l = B s, 
D~+I(xs+l) =/'~/*1( Bs+l I Ys(x'+l), xS+l) 
= A~+l(q~/[s + 1] I zS(xS+'), x'+l) = 1. 
Case III. We now select x s+~ and define 
x s+l m X s+l r(i, j, s + 1) = x i ,  j . i , j  , . s+l  
In each case, cancel all numbers w • ~r , / , -  
s and all numbers w • ~r,j,, with w ~< s. 
A s+1 with w ~<s and (i', j') > (i, j), 
Definition of  associates and extra axioms for ~ at stage s + 1 
For each w e some ~i',i', if yS(w)~ and A ~+1 I f (w)  = A s I Ys(W), 
yS+l(w) = yS(w), zS+l(w) = zS(w). Otherwise, if f (w)~ define 
gt'+1( As+1 I Ys(W), Ys(W)) = 1, 
and cancel yS(w). 
For each w ~ ~i,,/, we define yS+S(w) = w. 
For each y such that gt~+l(A'+l, y) is still not defined, set 
define 
r Y, Y)= 
Y) if ~PS(AS, Y)~, 
if ga(A ~, y)~ and y <~s. I .u  
If w • ~r,j,, some i', j ' ,  some s '~ < s + 1, w is not waiting at stage s + 1, 
yS(w)T or was cancelled at stage s + 1, and l(i', s + 1) I> w, we define 
_s+l  y~+S(w) = the least number y > s with y ~ .q~,,i,, and 
z~+S(w) = u2(i, w, s + 1). 
and 
Definition of  extra axioms for Fi and Ai at stage s + 1 
Now say w e some ~i,,/,, w is not waiting at stage s + 1, yS+X(w)~ and 
l ( i ' ,s  + 1)~>yS+l(w), and we do not have F~+I(B s+l, w), A[+I(~A[S + 1], w) 
defined and equal. 
Case (a): w ~ D~:, each s' ~> s + 1. Def ine 
D[+x(W) = F~'+I( Bs+l I f+X(w),  w) = A~,+x(~A[s + 1] I z'+l(w), w)- -0 .  
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Case (b): Otherwise. ff A~+x(~a[s +1], w)~ = 6, say, define 
ri,+'(B "+' I YS+1(w), w) = 6. 
Otherwise set 
rT ' (B  s+' t YS+l(w), w)= A~,+x(~a[s + 1] I z'+~(w), w)=0. 
We finish off the Construction by defining 
A=UA s, B=UB s, 
s>~O s>~O 
Di(w) = Lim D*i(w), each w, i >10, 
$ 
• -'= U s , U . rL  A= U Ai. 
s~O s>~0 s~>0 
Lemma 1. ill is a consistent partial recursive functional and B = W(A) is a 
recursively enumerable s t. 
Proof. Assume that qu is not consistent. So at some stage s + 1 we have t//s 
consistent but some new axiom M for W is defined, which is inconsistent with Ws. 
Then M is of the form Ws+l(AS+l I Y, Y) = k, some y ~> 0, k ~< 1. But we cannot 
have M defined through Case I of the Construction, since then M would be of the 
form Vs+X(A'+a I Ys(X~+a), yS(x'+l)) = 1, where A s+a I YS(xs+a) :#: As I Y'(xs+l) 
(since, by the construction, A s+a I xS+l ~ As I xs+l and yS(xS+l) > xS+X). 
So, assume M is an extra axiom at stage s + 1. Again, we cannot have 
y=yS(w), w•some~i,j,, and A s+l lys(  w) 4=A s IYS(w) and M the axiom 
Ws+a(AS+X I yS(w), yS(w))= 1. This just leaves the definition of axioms of the 
form 
{:S(AS, y) if gCS(AS, y)~ 
gts+ 1(AS+ a I Y, Y) = otherwise, 
and these are by definition consistent with t//s. So qv is consistent. 
Since the Construction is effective qu is p.r. By the 
gts+l( As+~ I Y, Y)~ for all y <~s + 1. Hence, tF(A) is total. 
Finally, to verify that B is r.e. we need only notice 
qUS(AS, y)T then gtS,(AS,, y)~ for each s' < s, and 
~s+l(AS+~, y)~ ~ ~S(AS, y). 
Construction, 
that for each y, if 
if ~S(AS, y)~ then 
Lemma 2. For each i, i rA  = O ~0¢¢' , then F~ and A i a re  consistent partial recursive 
functionals. 
Proof. Assume ~ is not consistent, and let s + 1 be the least stage at which we 
define an axiom M for F[ +1 inconsistent with F[. 
Assume ~ is an axiom 
/~s+l( Bs+l  I ys(xs+I ) '  xS+!) "-" 1 
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defined through Case II of the Construction, and let M' be an axiom 
r~+,W ,÷1 Iy,+l(xS+l),xS+~)=O 
defined at a stage t + 1 with B t+l I Y'+l(xS+~), BS+l I YS(xs+l) compatible strings. 
Let x s+~ • ~,j and write x = x s+~. 
By the conditions of Case II, x•A  s. This means that at some stage 
u + 1 <s  + 1, ~i.j requires attention through Case I with x ~+1= x. So, at stage 
xu+ lu+lwehavex= ~,j and 
(i) x > r(i', j ' ,  u + 1) each (i ' ,  j ' )  < (i, j ) ,  
(ii) x e W~'- D u, and 
(iii) l(i, u )>x ,  and (i, j )  is the least such pair for which (i)-(iii) hold. 
Since x is not cancelled before stage s + 1, if a requirement ~i,,j, requires 
attention at a stage v + 1 with u + 1 < v + 1 < s + 1 we have (i ' ,  j '  ) > ( i, j ) .  This 
means that x continues to satisfy clauses (i) and (ii) of the definition of ~. i  
requiring attention at each stage v + 1 with u + 1 < v + 1 < s + 1. Thus, at each 
such stage, x fails to satisfy clause (iii), since otherwise, ~, j  would require 
attention at stage v + 1. This means that x is waiting at each such stage v + 1, and 
yV(x)~ at each such stage. 
Hence ~ '  is defined at a stage t+ l<~u + 1. But at stage u + 1 we have 
yU(x) • B "+~ - B" where yU(x) <yU+l(x) = yS(x). And yt+a(x) = y"(x) since 
otherwise x is cancelled at a stage w ~+ 1 with t + 1 ~< w + 1 < u + 1. Hence, since 
by Lemma 1 B is r.e., B '÷1 I yt+l(x), B s+l I YS(x) are incompatible, contradicting 
our assumptions. 
Assume now that M is an extra axiom 
/"~'+1( Bs+l I YS+l(w), w) = a 
defined at stage s + 1 of the Construction, and let ~ '  be an axiom 
rI+l( B'+I I Yt+l (w) ,  w)  = 1 - 6 
defined at a stage t + 1 with B t+l I Yt+l(w), BS+l I YS+i(w) compatible strings. 
cannot be defined through Case (a) since then 6 = 0 and, since w q D[' each 
s '  ~< s + 1, 1 - & = 0 a lso.  
Say we define M through Case (b). Then F~+I(B s+l, w) must be defined =1 - t5 
before we define M. This is because B t+l I yt+l(w) is compatible with 
BS+l I YS+l(w) and yt+l(w) ~< ys+l(w). Thus, F~.(B s+l, w)~ = 1 - 6 = r : (B  s, w). 
Ai(¢I~ i [$], w)~--  1 but 1], w)~ or So, by the Construction, s A __ Aft(s ~iA IS "~- 
AJ(~iA[s + 1], w)~ =6.  Hence, at some stage u + 1 <~s we define 
+ 11 I zU+l(w), w) = 1 - 6 
with ~/~[u + 11 I z"+l(w)--- q~/[s] I zS(w) and yS(w)=y"+l (w)~y"(w) .  Thus 
yU+l(w) > u3(i, w, u + 1) and z "+1 >~ u2(i, w, u + 1). Since (/~/[s] I zS(w), ~iA[ s + 
1] IZS+I(w) are incompatible, and yS(w)=y"+l(w),  we have A s+l I yS (w)~ 
A s I yS(w). So by the Construction, we have yS(w)• B s+l -  B s. But, by the 
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compatibil ity of B t+l I yt+~(w) and B s+l I yS+l(w), and since y"+l(w) = y'(w), we 
must have yt+~(w) < yU+X(w), so t + 1 < u + 1. But in that case, by the Construc- 
tion, we have yt+l (w)~B'+~-B t÷~, contradicting the compatibility of 
B ~+~ I y'+l(w) and B '+1 I yt+X(w) again. 
Hence,/7/ is  consistent, contrary to our assumption. 
We now assume that Ai is not consistent, and let s + 1 be the least stage at 
which we define an axiom M for A~ ÷1 inconsistent with A~. 
Assume M is an axiom 
s+l A xS+l)  /~i ((/)i [S ÷ 1] I ZS(X'+I) ' 1 
defined through Case II of the Construction, and let ~t' be an axiom 
Ait+l(~iA[t + 1] I zt+l(xS+l) , xS÷l)  --" 0 
defined at a stage t + 1 with q~/a[t + 1] I zt+l(xS+l)' (I)A[ S "4- 1] I z~(xs÷l) com- 
patible strings. 
Let u + 1 be the stage at which ~i,j requires attention for x = x ~÷1 through Case 
I of the Construction. Since x is waiting at each stage v + 1 with u + 1 ~< v + 1 < 
s+l ,  wehavet+l<u+l .  
So at stage u + 1 we define A "+1 = A u t.J {x} and Bu+l(yu(x)) = 
lYllu+l( Au+l I Yu(X)) = 1, where x =x  u+l and l(/, u)~x.  Since l(i, u )~x ,  we have 
A(x)=Oai~¢(x) [u]~AU+l (x ) .  Since zt÷l(x)~ we have l ( i , t+ l ) )>~x so that 
r(i, j, s' + 1)/> u(i, x, t + 1) I> ul(i, x, t + 1) and u2(i , X, t + 1) at each stage s' + 1 
> t + 1. Thus, in particular, yU(x) > u~(i, x, t + 1). Also, since x is not cancelled 
before stage s + 1, no requirement ~i,,j, requires attention at a stage v ÷ 1 with 
t + 1 < v + 1 < s + 1. This means that 
Bt*l  I ul( i ,  x, t -t- 1) = B" I ul(i, x, t + 1) = B s*s I ul(i, x, t + 1). 
Since ~i,j requires attention at stage s + 1 with x = x s+l we must therefore have 
q~/[s] I uz(i, x, s)~ and incompatible with OA[u] I Ue(i, X, U) = ~i [t + 1] I 
Ue(i, x, t + 1). But then, by definition of z'+X(x) and z~(x) this contradicts the 
compatibil ity of o/A[t + 1] ~ zt+X(x) and O~[s + 1] I zS(x) • 
Finally, we cannot have ~t defined as an extra axiom. This is because if (a) 
applies at a given stage s + 1 we have 
a s'+ 1," -.r-A r ~k i [I/-~ i l s + 1] I zS'+S(x),x) =0 
for all stages s'  + 1 ~< s + 1. And if (b) applies, we must have ~+1 A /~i (¢~i [S ÷ l ] , x )  
as yet undefined, so ~t must be consistent with AS. +~. 
Therefore, A i is consistent, contrary to our assumption. 
Lemma 3. All the requirements are satisfied. 
Proof. Each ~/w i l l  be satisfied if each subrequirement ~i,j, i, j >1 O, is satisfied. 
We inductively assumeJhat  each ~i,,j,, (i', j ' )<  (i, j ) ,  only requires attention 
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finitely often. Let s* be a stage such that if ~,,j, ,  requires attention at a stage 
s + 1 > s*, then (i ', ] ' )  I> (i, ]).  We now find a stage t* 1> s* such that if ~ra '  
requires attention at a stage s + 1 >s* ,  then (i ' ,  ] ' )  > (i, j ) .  
Assume that ~.,~ requires attention at some stage s + 1 > s*. There are three 
cases corresponding to the Cases I - I I I  of stage s + 1 of the Construction: 
Case (1). ~ , j  requires attention through Case II of the Construction. Then at 
stage s + 1 we define 
DS+l¢_s+l \  F]+X(B~+I ~, s+lx  _ s+ lx  i @Li,] ) I Y tXi,j ), = . X i ,  j ) 
s+l A 1] _s t ' _  s+ l \  _ s+ l \  - A i  ( * i  [s + I = -  Z t.~i, j  ) ,  x i ,  j ) 1 
where _ s+a s x~,j e Wj. Also, at the start of stage s + 2, we define r(i, j ,  s + 2)>1 
u(i, - s+l xia , s + 1). Since s + 1 > s*, and by condition (i) of the definition of requires 
z (x ia) )  that attention, we will have (remembering the definition of s s+l 
ti~/[s + 1] I zSZ~xi,js+lx=) ~¢[U "[- 1] I -~'" s+l, Z tXi,j ) for each u ~>s. So by consistency of 
Ai we have Ai(dPia, -s+lx x~a. )=1.  Also, by the Construction, we define 
F'~+I( B'+I I u+l, s+lx .s+lx y (x~,j), x~,j / = 1 at each stage u + 1 ~> s + 1. Again, since s + 1 > 
s*, and by condition (i) of the definition of requires attention, we will have 
yU+l,', s+l \  . s+ l [ .  s+lx  tx i , i  ) = y txid ) for each u + 1 >--s + 1. So again, F/(B, x~,jJ+l')=l. Since 
xU+l [  _ s+ l  ,,j . = x~a at each stage u + 1 i> s + 1, ~i,j cannot require attention through 
Case III of the Construction at a stage u + 1 > s + 1. And, by condition (ii) of the 
definition of requires attention, ~-,j cannot require attention through Cases I or II 
of the Construction at a stage u + 1 > s + 1, Therefore in this case we can take 
t *=s+l .  
Case (2). ~i,j requires attention through Case I of the Construction at a stage 
s + 1 > s*, but does not require attention through Case II at any stage u + 1 > s* 
Hence, at stage s + 1, we define A s+l = A s U {xi,/s+t~), BS+~(yS'--s+x"t,ti,/))= 
t l is+l(As+l  ~ . s t . . s+ lx  s s+ l  s+ l  y txi,j l, Y (x ia ) )  = 1, and x~ a is waiting at each stage t >t s + 1 until 
either .s+a xia is cancelled or is dealt with through Case II of the Construction. Since 
s + 1 > s*, x~,~ -a is never cancelled. So, by our assumptions, -s+a x~,j is waiting at each 
stage t 1> s + 1 and ~a does not require attention through Case III at any stage 
u + 1 I> s + 1. Again, it is easily seen that conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition 
of requires attention are satifised at each stage u + 1 >~s + 1, so condition (iii) 
must fail at each such stage. This means that ~ia cannot require attention through 
Cases I or II at a stage u + 1 > s + 1, and again, we can take t* = s + 1. 
Case (3). ~a  requires attention through Case III of the Construction at a stage 
s + 1 > s*, but does not require attention through Cases I or II at any stage 
u+l>s* .  So, at stage s+l ,  we select x*+X>s with xS+le~.j ,  and define 
xu+l [  = X s+l  . s+~ = xS+~ Again, ~,i , at each stage u + 1 t> s + 1. Hence, condition (iv) Jgi,j 
of the definition of requires attention is satisfied at no stage u + 1 > s + 1, and ~ia 
never again requires attention through Case III of the Construction. Again, we 
take  t *  = s + 1. 
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This completes the inductive step, from which we deduce that each subrequire- 
ment ~i,j only requires attention finitely often. 
The first consequence of this is that Lims yS+l(w) exists for each w which is not 
waiting at every stage u + 1 >somet  (that is, Limsy~+l(w) exists =y(w) ,  say, 
unless w is eventually always waiting). Clearly, if there is some w e ~i,j which is 
eventually always waiting, by our analysis of Case (2) above, we can see that 
since condition (iii) of the definition of requires attention fails at every large 
enough stage (with w in place of -s+~ OB~ • g'i,j ) we have A :/: , and ~i , j  is satisfied. 
Otherwise, F/(B) and Ai(tI~) are total functions, with Di = Fii(B) = Ai(~ia). If we 
then examine the final stage s + 1 (say) at which ~i,i requires attention, we can 
again see that ~i,j is satisfied. This is because (referring to Case (1) above) if ~i,j 
requires attention through Case II at stage s + 1, we have Di tq Wj ~,  and 
(referring to Case (3) above) if ~i,j requires attention through Case III at stage 
s + 1, we have to - Di N Wj 4= t~. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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